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The Big 

Picture 

After a stellar financial year 2012/13 on the ASX 200, July backed up with a gain of more than 5% - or the 

average gain it usually gets over a 12-month period. So is it too much too quickly? We think not because the 

market was recovering from having been oversold in mid 2012 on fears that the European debt crisis would 

turn into a GFC-sized problem. We have the market currently overpriced by a modest 1.4% and with prosects 

of growth at over 11% pa going forward. 

China defied many sceptics during July by posting a GDP growth rate of 7.5% - bang on the government’s 

target. And to strengthen that read, its premier came out and asserted that 7% is the floor for growth. That 

statement will not stop entrenched sceptics from continuing to look for any signs of negativity – it is the way 

the media works. Iron ore prices climbed during July – from $115 / tonne to over $130. Earlier in the year 

there was a raft of forecasts of sub $100 / tonne during Q3 but these were based on new supply rather than 

China demand falling away. Thus far, it seems miners are better at managing flow than forecasters predict! 

The US economy is at an interesting point in its growth cycle. After a very strong and promising start to 2013, 

the economy is a little softer on the back of government expenditure cuts following the so-called ‘sequester’. 

Jobs data at the start of the month were just short of what is needed on a continued basis to cut back 

unemployment. The next data release is tomorrow and it will be closely watched. 

The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) has just had its regular meeting and there was nothing to 

suggest that the end of QE3 will not be data dependent and it will be quite some time before rates rise in that 

part of the world. Ben Bernanke does finish his term in office as Chairman of the Fed early next year. The hot 

favourite at the moment is Bernanke’s deputy, Janet Yellen, who is of a similar frame of mind. There is some 

talk that the outspoken Larry Summers may get the nod and that might mean a less accommodative policy. 

At home, the predictability of our future is less certain with the rise in popularity of the Labor party under Kevin 

Rudd – the race for high office is now close. The worst thing that can happen to Australia is to have another 

three years of a minority government with independents and Greens getting more than their fair share. 

Hopefully, one of the parties will come out with a compelling set of policies which produces a decisive victory. 

Our dollar fell by -2.6% over July and around -13% for the y-t-d. A lower dollar should provide better 

conditions for local industry and it certainly needs it. The Governor of the Reserve Bank made his feelings 

known about the dollar – it fell about 1.5 cents straight after his speech this week. A cut in the rate is on the 

cards on the first Tuesday in August according to markets but we still maintain that it is certainty in 

government policy going forward that counts so markets and confidence will get a big boost if that happens 

any time soon. Prime Minister Abe just got a massive majority in the Japan elections – they are looking to a 

much brighter future after a very long time languishing in a deflationary environment. 

So going forward, our economy is likely to struggle a little but not fall over. With less worrying around Europe 

– and all of the major global players looking fine – our economy can start to get going again in 2014. It is 

important to stress that the mining boom is not over. Mining exports are around record levels and they are set 

to continue. It is merely the search for new mines and expansion of existing mines that may have peaked. 
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Asset Classes 

Australian 

Equities 

The ASX 200 ended June with a strong rally that continued into July. The Materials sector – that houses the 

big miners – gained +9.3% during July but it wasn’t just the resources stocks that bounced back, Financials 

grew by a solid +6.3%. The broader ASX 200 index grew by 5.2%. The Property and IT sectors were the 

only ones that lost ground. 

Bank stocks are again coming up against a ‘dividend floor’. Recent behaviour suggests just over 5% yield 

(excluding franking credits) is a floor to allow for the risk of holding banking stocks over term deposits. With 

yields in the four high-yield sectors (Financials, Property, Telcos and Utilities) clustered around 5.7% further 

strong capital gains in these sectors seem unlikely but we have these stocks far less overpriced than earlier 

in the year. But we do Financials and Telcos significantly overpriced. 

On the other hand, our analysis of broker forecasts of company dividends and earnings suggests that 

further growth in resource-related sectors (Energy, Materials, and Industrials) is likely and all three sectors 

are currently underpriced. We have the ASX 200 mildly overpriced by +1.4%. 

As far as sentiment is concerned, volatility has returned to low levels and our fear index suggests that the 

market is in a reasonably robust position to absorb any moderate shocks without elevated volatility. 

Reporting season gets underway in earnest next week. It will be particularly important to watch the big 

resource stocks. Many of them have been cutting costs and iron ore prices have held up. It could be that 

there are some important upside surprises. Many mining services companies have already ‘confessed’ and 

so they might well meet their new expectations. In all sectors it is the outlook statements that will be critical. 

Foreign 

Equities 

All of the major markets did well in July at around the pace we ran. The S&P 500 made a number of record 

highs and has been nudging up against 1,700. However, unlike the ASX 200, we have the S&P 500 

moderately overpriced so we don’t see it backing up with big gains in August. 

The US Q2 reporting season that just ended was less than spectacular. The bar was set low so the usual 

number of companies beat expectations on earnings but a significant number of companies missed on 

revenue. 

Emerging markets continue to lag behind their big brothers with only a +1.4% gain over July and is still in 

the red for the y-t-d. 

Bonds Default probabilities for Europe continued to improve over July recovering almost completely from the 

Cyprus concerns earlier in the year. 

With the start of tapering imminent, yields on US 10 year bonds stayed at around 2.6% in July. Analysts are 

suggesting that the QE3 stimulus of $85bn per month might be cut to $65bn per month in September. 

While, to some extent, this tapering should be priced in, it would not surprise if there was some increase in 

volatility around any announcement. 

Interest 

Rates 

The RBA meets again on Tuesday August 6
th
 to deliberate on rates. Unlike last time, the majority of 

analysts and the market are expecting a cut to 2.5%. Some of this expectation is due to comments made by 

the RBA Governor and some due to softish jobs data. Moreover, there is an increasing call from analysts for 

more than one cut this year. 

Other 

Assets 

The price of gold jumped around 8% during July, retracing some of the big losses in earlier months. The 

price hike coincided with the clarity on tapering coming from the Federal Reserve. This apparent link with 

US stimulus and the fall from the peak of over $1,900 an ounce to $1,200 and back above $1,300 has had 

a massive downward impact on the price of shares in gold mining companies. 

The price of copper continues to struggle but was quite stable during July. Oil prices climbed strongly in July 

but fell towards the end of the month. 

The Australian dollar seemed to be moving sideways at around 92 – 93 cents until the afternoon of the 30
th
 

July when Governor Glenn Stevens made carefully chosen comments about where he felt the dollar should 

be. The dollar closed the month at just under $US0.90. Again we emphasise that it is expectations about 

exchange rates that matter most to business and so a volatile lower dollar is not necessarily any better for 

business that a stable higher dollar. 

 



 

Regional Analysis 

Australia Unemployment in May rose to 5.7% from an upwardly revised 5.6% for April. To put this into context, the 

peak unemployment during the GFC was 5.9% in June 2009. At that time the government was trying to 

stimulate the economy and China was coming back to strength on its stimulus spend. Now our 

government is talking about spending cuts as we head to an election. It is quite possible that 

unemployment will break through 6% - a level this statistic has not been above since July 2003. 

Building approvals statistics released on July 30
th
 also disturbed some as there was a fall of -6.9% when a 

positive read had been expected. Two things are worth noting. The trend data – which is what the Bureau 

of Statistics would prefer us focus on – was flat because it smooths out month-to-month volatility. 

Secondly, approvals for houses was up and it was apartments that fell – and it is apartment approvals that 

are more volatile because they tend to come in bigger blocks than houses. 

So it is not all gloom in the economy but something needs to be done. An interest rate cut hurts about as 

many people as it helps so we need a mini-budget soon that takes the whole economy into perspective. 

China The July 1 print of China’s manufacturing PMI was 50.1. By analogy, a car travelling on cruise control at a 

speed of 150 kph (illegal!) on the freeway would have a ‘PMI’ of 50.0 because it is neither accelerating nor 

decelerating. If the driver lifts off to get back to 110kph (the legal speed) it would have a PMI less than 50 

even though it is breaking the law along the way. A bicycle on the hard shoulder accelerating from 20kph 

to 30kph would have a ‘PMI’ above 50. Nevertheless, the 50.1 read spooked the media again. 

During the month the HSBC ‘flash’ PMI came out which is quite different from the official number released 

on the 1
st
 of each month. The official number is taken from a large sample of manufacturing firms 

including large firms. The flash number is obtained from a much smaller sample of only small firms. The 

flash mid-month number was down to 47.7. 

So the 7.5% read for GDP growth is entirely consistent with the official PMI number. Smaller firms are 

probably doing it tougher than bigger firms so that, together with a small sample, could account for the 

47.7 read. 

China is trying to turn from growth fuelled predominantly from infrastructure spend to one that is more 

focused on private consumption. Further, they are trying to stamp out, or at least, reduce corruption. 

During these evolutions, some volatility in growth might be expected but the path is clear. As the premier 

said, “7% is an absolute floor” for growth. 

U.S.A. There has been less blockbuster news on the US economy in recent weeks. The economy is still going 

through ‘moderate’ growth but some of the data have been affected by the automatic public expenditure 

cuts under the ‘sequester’. The GDP growth in Q2 was 1.7% (annualised). 

The nonfarm payroll data (employment) released on the first Friday of each month has become the single 

biggest economic data release because we know Chairman Bernanke is watching it as the signal for 

ending the QE3 stimulus program. He has re-iterated again and again that he will not end stimulus until 

unemployment is at least below 6.5%. He has also stated that he thinks actual unemployment is worse 

than the published number. With unemployment at 7.6% (July 1
st
 release) it is likely that the end of 

stimulus is at least a year away. However, he might start to wean the economy off stimulus as early as 

September 2013 by slowly reducing the amount he is pumping into the economy each month – the so-

called taper. 

Europe The silence on the European debt crisis is deafening. Unemployment is very high in Europe but all of the 

key institutions are getting behind reducing unemployment. The process will be slow but at last the 

direction is correct. 

Rest of 

World 

Prime Minister Abe of Japan now has such a commanding majority that he really can make that difference 

that so many have longed for. 

Egypt is still in disarray with its political revolt but the recent fall in oil prices is indicative that the threat to 

oil transport through the Suez Canal is reducing. 

The IMF has dropped its 2013 global growth forecast from 3.3% to 3.1% owing to weakness in Asia. 

Interestingly, its forecast for China is 7.75% - above the official target framed by the China government. 

 

 


